CARES’s purpose is to establish a process with the help of community volunteers who have the experience, desire & ability to assist or direct assistance to any Houston based Zarathushti family in a crisis situation.

CARES Monthly health tips are provided in Manashni

CARES’s CORE TEAM is galvanized to take immediate action as & when required......

LIKE WE DID DURING HARVEY & THE RECENT WINTER STORM LAST YEAR!

We MUST address the issues that are evident as a need for our community, it’s seniors and even within the young families

This year we have negotiated a special funeral rate with Dignity Memorial

As we move into 2022, we try to build a defense mechanism to stave off last year’s disasters and prevent loss for our families.......... SO CAN YOU PLEASE ENLIST AS A VOLUNTEER?

DURING LAST YEAR’S POWER OUTAGE & COVID..... It was delightful to see the CARES team in action.

Each one had self-volunteered, spent their own money and delivered essentials with Zarathusthi warmth.